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Virus-inspired mimics: self-assembly of dendritic lipopeptides into arginine-rich nanovectors for improving gene delivery

Xianghui Xu, Qian Jiang, Xiao Zhang, Yu Nie*, Zhijun Zhang, Yunkun Li, Gang Cheng, Zhongwei Gu*

With inspirations from natural viruses, the arginine-containing dendritic lipopeptides were designed for bioinspired fabrication. Self-assembling the defined amphiphilic lipopeptides generated virus-inspired nanovectors with the arginine-rich corona. These nanovectors provided some remarkable benefits for gene delivery, including well-defined nanostructure, high transfection efficiency, serum resistance and low cytotoxicity.

Over the past decade, bio-inspirations learned from Mother Nature have a profound impact on the development of novel material systems, such as highly-tough hybrid materials and bioinspired surfaces with special wettability.\(^1,2\) High infectivity of natural viruses inspires scientist to fabricate virus-based vectors for gene delivery; and virus-based vectors have gained large success in gene therapy for various diseases (for example, “Gendicine” as the first gene medicine approved for clinical use in humans).\(^3\) With the increasing number of adverse events (e.g., mutagenesis and immunogenicity) caused by virus-based vectors in clinical trials,\(^4\) more and more attentions were paid to developing non-viral vectors for efficient and safe gene delivery.\(^5,6\) However, many shortages of non-viral vectors, such as poor efficiency and high cytotoxicity, still need to be overcome for further applications.\(^5,10\) It is reasonable to predict that integrating the advantages of artificial vectors with viral inspirations will become a new strategy for obtaining ideal gene vectors.\(^11\)

Some of the latest attempts on developing gene vectors focus on mimicking key features of natural viruses; meanwhile, the structural and functional mimics of viruses largely promote gene transfection efficiency.\(^11\) Notably, both molecular science and supramolecular science play an important role in the development of new virus-inspired nanomaterials. On one hand, high infectivity of virus-based vectors largely depends on the highly bioactive molecules, such as cell penetrating peptides (CPPs).\(^12\) For example, synthetic arginine-rich molecules mimicking CPPs greatly improved cell penetration and gene delivery.\(^13\) We simulated the viral components by the arginine-functionalized polysaccharides to protect nucleic acid against DNase degradation and enhance delivery efficiency.\(^14\) On the other hand, supramolecular self-assembly provide a convenient approach to mimic the viral architectures and functions;\(^15\) and some supramolecular viral mimics indeed enhanced delivery efficiency of gene and drug.\(^16,17\) We also reported a supramolecular strategy on the self-assembly globulin-like peptide dendrimers into artificial capsids generating high delivery efficiency;\(^18,19\) very recently, we successfully developed arginine-rich nanohybrids for highly efficient gene delivery and biological imaging by supramolecular hybrid self-assembly.\(^20\) As our continuous interests in the research of virus-inspired nanomaterials for therapeutic delivery, we think current virus-inspired vectors still have lots of requirements to be improved for in-depth studies, such as more viral inspirations, higher delivery efficiency, defined and safe components, facile manufacture and low cost.

Scheme 1 Graphic illustration for dendritic lipopeptides, virus-inspired nanovectors self-assembled from amphiphilic lipopeptides and their intracellular gene delivery.
Herein, we would like to demonstrate a rational and facile design of virus-inspired nanovectors for efficient gene delivery, and the following viral inspirations are elaborately involved into this system: (i) inspired by the viral components, defined lipopeptides are engineered as bioinspired building blocks;\(^{21}\) (ii) inspired by the viral architectures for nucleic acid packing, self-assembly of amphiphilic dendritic molecules are designed for mimicking the nanostructure of viral envelopes or capsids;\(^{15}\) (iii) based on the molecular design and supramolecular self-assembly, fabricating arginine-rich corona to mimic bioactivity of viral cell penetrating peptides (e.g., TAT).\(^{12}\) We expect that this type of virus-inspired nanovectors will hold the features of high delivery efficiency, low cytotoxicity and facile manufacture for clinical application.

The designed chemical structure of dendritic lipopeptides is shown in Scheme 1, and they can be synthesized with a defined molecular structure through a facile synthesis.\(^{22, 23}\) In brief, amino groups in lysine were conjugated with arginine to generate arginine-containing segments; and both carboxyl groups in glutamic acid were modified with oleylamine as hydrophobic tails. Then the arginine-containing segments and the dual hydrophobic tails were linked together by covalent bond. After removal of protections in amino groups and guanidine groups, the amphiphilic dendritic lipopeptides (DLPs) were obtained with the arginine-containing peptide as hydrophilic head and the dual-tail lipids as hydrophobic tails. The result of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) provided a direct evidence to confirm that DLPs was obtained with a defined structure (\([M+H]^+ = 1086.98\), observed in Fig. 1A), which was consistent with the calculated value (\([M+H]^+ = 1086.92\)). The detailed synthetic routes and characterizations of each compound can be found in the ESI†.

![MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of dendritic lipopeptides, MS (m/z, [M+H]+): 1086.98 (observed), 1086.92 (calculated); (B) size distribution (in aqueous solution) and (C) TEM image of AVNs.](image)

Next, we drove the self-assembly of DLPs into available vectors in aqueous solution as shown in Scheme 1. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement indicated DLPs can self-assemble into arginine-rich virus-inspired nanovectors (AVNs) with an average size of about 110 nm (Fig. 1B). As shown by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), AVNs presented a well-defined spherical shape of approximately 120 nm diameter (Fig. 1C). The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image and atomic force microscopy (AFM) image agreed very well with the results (Fig. S7 in ESI†). More importantly, zeta potential of AVNs reached up to 41.1 ± 0.12 mV (n = 3) in aqueous solution, which proved the formation of arginine-rich corona with abundant amino groups and guanidine groups.

The binding ability of AVNs with DNA was determined by agarose gel retention assay. In Fig. 2A, the DNA mobility in the AVNs/DNA complex was completely retarded at the N/P ratio of 3. When these AVNs condensed with pDNA at the N/P ratio of 20, approximately 40% size reduction was observed in DLS result (about 70 nm, Fig. 2B), while DNA-packaged AVNs kept the similar zeta potential (41.5 ± 1.82 mV, n = 3) as primary AVNs. It can be speculated that the negatively-charged DNA were mainly embed into the arginine-rich corona for the following reasons: (i) inserted DNA reduced the charge repulsion among the arginine-rich corona and strengthened the electrostatic interaction of the whole system, and further resulted in more compact nanostructure; (ii) no change on the zeta potential also suggested loaded DNA might not locate on the surface of AVNs but insert into the arginine-rich corona.\(^{24}\) The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image showed the well-defined nanostructure of DNA-packaged AVNs with about 50 nm in size (Fig. 2C). In addition, atomic force microscopy (AFM) clearly illustrated three dimensional (3D) architectures of DNA-packaged AVNs, which were in good agreement with TEM and DLS results (Fig. 2D). These results revealed that this virus-inspired strategy was able to fabricate virus-like mimics with compact nanostructure and arginine-rich corona.

Once the formation of DNA-packaged AVNs was confirmed, we turn to investigate their utility for gene delivery to tumor cell lines. The gene transfection of DNA-packaged AVNs containing pEGFP-C1 and pGL3-Luc were first carried out on a human hepatocellular carcinoma HepG2 cell line. Polyethyleneimine (PEI) was as a positive control in this study, because of its highly-efficient gene transfection without fetal bovine serum (FBS), regarding as a golden standard.\(^{25, 26}\) In the absence of FBS, green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression in the AVNs group at N/P ratio of 40 was much stronger than positive control of the PEI group (Fig. 3A). However,
in the culture medium containing 10% FBS mimicking normal physiological condition, GFP expression in PEI group reduced significantly, which are drawbacks of typical cationic polymers. Encouragingly, pEGFP-packaged AVNs still kept high GFP expression in HepG2 cells with 10% FBS. Without FBS, the quantitative results showed luciferase expression mediated by AVNs (N/P = 40) was about 5-fold higher than that of PEI (Fig. 3B). Moreover, the efficiency of pGL3-Luc transfection (3.43×10⁹ RLU/mg of protein, N/P 40) in the AVNs group with 10% FBS was still comparable to that of the positive control group (3.07×10⁹ RLU/mg of protein, PEI group without FBS, N/P 10).

As promising vectors for gene therapy, they often should hold universal potentials of efficient gene delivery to various tumor cell lines. As a result, gene transfection efficiency of AVNs was also performed on other tumor cell lines, including murine melanoma cells B16F10 (Fig. S9 and Fig. S10 in ESI†) and human breast cancer cells MCF7 (Fig. S11 and Fig. S12 in ESI†). Within the culture medium containing 10% FBS, the qualitative and quantitative results consistently confirmed AVNs held much higher transfection efficiency than PEI. Taken together, the virus-inspired nanovectors provided some most important features for gene delivery, including high delivery efficiency to various tumor cell lines and excellent serum resistance.

Motivated by the high transfection efficiency of the DNA-packaged AVNs, we further investigated their intracellular fate using fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) and confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). AVNs and PEI were labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), and DNA was labeled with Cy5. For qualitative and quantitative analysis, DNA concentration and the fluorescence labeled amount of nanovectors were adjusted at the same level. As shown in Fig. 4A, DNA-packaged AVNs obviously facilitated internalization compared DNA-packaged PEI within 1.5 h. CLSM images indicated that DNA-packaged AVNs were internalized into HepG2 cells and dispersed in the cytoplasm with 2.5 hours (Fig. S14 and S15). More importantly, when the incubation time was increased to 5.0 h, a part of Cy5-labeled DNA in AVNs group was released from AVNs and delivered into the nucleus region in HepG2 tumor cells (Fig. 4B). In contrast, most of DNA was still aggregated together or associated with the PEI in the cytoplasm. As expected, supramolecular arginine-rich corona enhanced cellular uptake of the DNA-packaged AVNs, and the supramolecular AVNs assembled from small dendritic lipopeptides were more beneficial to disassembly and DNA release in the cytosol, distinguishing from the covalent macromolecules of PEI.

Cytotoxicity is an important consideration for available gene vectors. Therefore, cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8) assay was used to evaluate the cytotoxicity of the DNA-packaged AVNs and PEI/DNA...
complex against HepG2 cells. The DNA-packaged AVNs showed no obvious cytotoxicity to HepG2 cells at a wide range of N/P 10 to N/P 80, while the PEI/DNA complex with high transfection efficiency caused significant cytotoxicity (~70% cell viability) owing to the innate drawback of cationic polymers (Fig. 5A).28 Even if the PEI/DNA complex showed low cytotoxicity to HepG2 cells with FBS, the complex caused serious apoptosis. Fluorescence images showed a large number of apoptotic cells in the PEI group were stained by propidium iodide (PI), but few apoptotic cells were found in the AVNs group (Fig. 5B).29 In the merged image of fluorescence and bright field, all of PI-stained cells accompanied with remarkable shrinkage of nuclei. As expected, the AVNs/DNA complexes at N/P ratio from 10 to 80 were obviously nontoxic to cells, and the AVNs group didn’t induce cell apoptosis. Therefore, ANVs overcome the high cytotoxicity of typical cationic vectors for gene delivery.

Conclusions
In summary, we successfully demonstrated a facile strategy on the development of the virus-inspired nanovectors which self-assembled from the arginine-containing dendritic lipopeptides. The bioinspired nanovectors had well-defined nanostructure and strong ability for DNA condensation. Moreover, AVNs provided high efficiency, good biocompatibility and serum resistance to tumor cell lines. This demonstration indicate that combining bioinspired molecular design with supramolecular fabrication hold great promise for developing advanced gene delivery system. We are making plans to incorporate more bioinspired considerations, such as biological sensitivity and tumor-specific targeting, for in vivo and in vitro gene therapy. We hope that self-assembly of bioinspired building blocks will become a new trend of building novel vectors for biomedical applications.
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